9HOTEL OPERA
PARIS

Located in the heart of an upbeat, trendy area in the 9th district of
Paris, 9HOTEL OPERA offers an authentic Parisian experience amidst
traditional bistros, art galleries, antique shops, markets, and more.
When 9HOTEL COLLECTION assigned architects Jordi Veciana and Jordi
Castel, and the designer Skye Maunsell, to the project, they were given
carte blanche : their only instructions were to use the finest materials
and incorporate an elegant, contemporary yet timeless design.
The idea is to offer private and public spaces that guests can make
their own, perfectly embodying the concepts of Lifestyle Hotel and
Home Away from Home.
Jordi Veciana and Jordi Castel have superbly illustrate their work with
several international projects for brands such as Inditex (Zara, Bershka,
Lefties), Agata Ruiz de la Prada, Gianni Versace and Ralph Lauren in
New York, Louis Vuitton in Japan, Pousada da Espera on the Costa
dos Coqueiros in Brazil, Ralph Lauren and Hotel Regina in Barcelona,
9HOTEL CENTRAL in Brussels and 9HOTEL MONTPARNASSE in Paris,
among others. Jordi Veciana defines himself as an industrial designer
and Jordi Castel as an architect.
Skye Maunsell was specifically entrusted with designing the furniture
and selecting the materials for 9HOTEL OPERA. She used a soft colour
palette with contrasting elements for the hotel’s interiors, expanded
the existing space, and gave it a warm, comfortable atmosphere.
For this project, Castel Veciana studio endeavored to recreate the
serene, tranquil and intimate atmosphere of a personal interior
space within a Parisian Boutique Hotel.
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We offer our customers unique experiences with our «Home Away from
Home» lobby furnished with couches, rugs and lamps, a lounge bar, a
real library with «table d’hôte» dining.
The hotel’s unusualness and personality are also visible on the walls,
featuring unique decoration such as vintage Jacques Tati movie posters.
These new living and reception spaces redefine the codes of casual
luxury showcasing an incredible attention to detail, where a variety of
incongruous elements appear obvious, coherent and balanced.

9HOTEL OPERA is a stone’s throw from Paris famed shopping quarter, the theater district of Opéra, Department stores,
Montmartre basilica, and the city’s bustling center. Amid the buzz, you will find 9HOTEL OPERA, hidden in a calm, yet lively
village setting.
A designer hotel with 48 rooms, a simple elegance of clean spaces and decoration, which gives priority to comfort, finest
materials.
The general concept consists of creating an alluring new hotel for travelers looking for the warmth of a friendly interior in
Paris.

meeting table chairs CH20 by Carl Hansen - floor light from Gubi, Danemark

The simplicity of its design and colors, white, black and wood, create elegant spaces that offer the guest a contemporary
design without compromising with comfort. Each room is decorated with peaceful tones. From wood walls to linen curtains,
the interior design uses the colors of each material to create a Zen-like environment at the heart of a city that never stops
moving.
The large lobby is offering a wine bar, a library and other services, such as express breakfast with a «take away» option for
guests pressed to rush in “la vie parisienne”, afternoon tea, a selection of unusual places to discover located near the hotel,
and many other surprises.

pending lamps from Gubi , Danemark

chinese porcelain vases from Asiatides, Paris - cargo chair in metal and leather by Heerenhuis, Belgium - table designed by Jordi Veciana, Spain
sofa by Ethnicraft, Belgium - floor light by Gubi, Danemark - carpet by Tribu, Belgium

table with porcelain top designed by Castel Veciana Arquitectura - lounge chair from Ethnicraft, Belgium

lamp from Gubi, Danemark

E. Bucquet wall lamp by Europa Design & Furniture - bedside table designed by Castel Veciana Arquitectura

cargo chair in metal and leather by Heerenhuis, Belgium - table designed by Skye Maunsell, Spain - tray from Habitat

butterfly frame found in flea market, Paris - chinese porcelain vases from Asiatides, Paris

9HOTEL OPERA
3-star Lifestyle Hotel.
Nestled in the heart of Paris, the 9HOTEL OPERA is a 48-room lifestyle hotel, with a modern contempory easy elegance, 9
minutes away from Gare du Nord and Opéra.
The hotel is astonishing in its simple elegance, uncluttered, functional and comfortable spaces which are distributed over
six floors.
9HOTEL combines a traditional facade and historic surroundings with a totally updated and modern interior, designed by
Castel Veciana Arquitectura.
The rooms are equipped with large flat screen TVs with wooden floor, individual A/C, large flat screen TVs, a wide range of
national and international channels, Free WIFI, Ipod/Iphone docking station in Superior and Club Rooms, slippers and many
other welcoming gestures…
Throughout the day enjoy «Home Away from Home» lobby furnished with cozy sofas, rugs and lamps, a lounge and wine
bar and a real library. The perfect place to sit back and chill out with a book while enjoying an Afternoon Tea or a glass of
wine. The hotel offers also an exclusive meeting room for up to ten people, the perfect place for your workshop conference.
The relaxed treatment afforded by the staff and a good service 24h/24h convert your stay in Paris into one of the most
enjoyable ones and will ensure that this hotel is somewhere to revisit.
PRICE LIST 2016 :
• Single room from 89 euros
• Classicroom from 89 euros
• Superior room from 107 euros
• Club room from 134 euros
• Club family room from 268 euros

9HOTEL OPERA
14 rue Papillon
75009 PARIS
T +33 (0) 1 47 70 78 34
info@le9hotel-opera.com
www.le9hotel-opera.com

Follow us on Facebook : /9HOTELOPERA and on Instagram : 9hotelopera

About 9HOTEL COLLECTION :
9HOTEL COLLECTION is a branch of the TAGERIM group directed by Jérôme QUENTIN-MAUROY, who assigned development
to Dominique JEAN-LAVABRE.
9HOTEL COLLECTION is focused on paying special attention to guests, by introducing original ideas and renovating hotels
to make them more luxurious, always with a timeless design. 9HOTEL COLLECTION meets the demands of a modern,
trendy clientèle always seeking the best.
9HOTEL COLLECTION :
Paris : 9HOTEL OPERA, 9HOTEL MONTPARNASSE and now 9HOTEL REPUBLIQUE
Brussels : 9HOTEL CENTRAL and coming soon 9HOTEL SABLON (March 2016)
Lisbon : 9HOTEL MERCY
Madrid : in 2017
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